




Economic and Social Development



India’s power Generation
Why in News?
According to a report by research organisation Climate Research Horizon,
shutting down thermal power plants older than 20 years can save the government
Rs. 53,000 crore over five years.

India mainly uses three types of thermal power plants- Coal, Gas and Liquid-fuel
based. The electricity generated by these plants adds up to 62.2% of the total power
generation in the country.

UJJWAL DISCOMS YOJANA
Government of India launched the Ujwal DISCOM Assurance Yojana (UDAY) in
November 2015. It was designed to turn around the precarious financial position of
state power distribution companies (discoms). Discoms are responsible for buying
electricity from the generation companies and selling them to consumers.



Development Bank for Infrastructure funding
Why in News?
The government is planning to set up a new Development Finance Institution (DFI) essentially
To fill the gap in long-term finance for infrastructure sectors.

Development Finance Institutions
• DFIs provide long-term credit for capital-intensive investments spread over a long period

and yielding low rates of return, such as urban infrastructure, mining and heavy industry,
and irrigation systems.

• DFIs often lend at low and stable rates of interest to promote long-term investments with
considerable social benefits.

• DFIs are also known as Development banks. They are different from commercial banks
which mobilise short- to medium-term deposits and lend for similar maturities to avoid a
maturity mismatch-a potential cause for a bank’s liquidity and solvency.



Public sector banks' doorstep banking services launched
Finance Minister has launched doorstep banking services for public sector
banks in order to facilitate hassle-free and convenient banking.

• As part of the EASE Reforms, Doorstep Banking Services is envisaged
to provide convenience of banking services to the customers at their
door step through the universal touch points of Call Centre, Web Portal
or Mobile App. Customers can also track their service request through
these channels.

• At present only non-financial services vis-a-vis pick up of negotiable
instruments (cheque / demand draft / pay order, etc.), pick up new
cheque book requisition slip, request for account statement, delivery
of non-personalised cheque book, delivery of pre-paid instrument / gift
card and others are available to customers. Financial services shall be
made available from October 2020.



EASE Reform index
• EASE index is prepared by the Indian Banking Association (IBA) and

Boston Consulting Group.

• It is commissioned by the Finance Ministry.

• It is a framework that was adopted last year to strengthen public
sector banks, and rank them on metrics such as responsible banking,
financial inclusion, credit offtake and digitisation.

Exchange Traded Funds
• Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) are mutual funds listed and traded on

stock exchanges like shares. Index ETFs are created by institutional
investors swapping shares in an index basket, for units in the fund. 

• Usually, ETFs are passive funds where the fund manager doesn’t select
stocks on your behalf.  

• In an ETF, one can buy and sell units at prevailing market price on a real
time basis during market hours.

EPFO for 8.15% interest first, 0.35% by Dec.



RBI sets sectoral norms for resolution of COVID-19 
related stressed assets
Why in news?
The Reserve Bank specified five financial ratios and sector-specific thresholds for resolution of COVID-19 related stressed assets in 26 
sectors, including auto components, aviation, and tourism.9

K.V. Kamath Committee on Restructuring of Loans
• The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) had set up a committee headed by K.V. Kamath on restructuring of loans impacted by the Covid-19 

pandemic. 
• The RBI had formed a five-member committee under the chairmanship of Kamath to make recommendations on the financial 

parameters to be considered for the one-time restructuring of loans impacted by the Covid 19 pandemic.  
• Other members of the committee are former State Bank of India executive Diwakar Gupta, current Canara Bank chairman TN 

Manoharan, consultant Ashvin Parekh and Indian Banks' Association (IBA) CEO Sunil Mehta who was also a secretary to the committee.
• The Committee was tasked to recommend parameters for one-time restructuring of corporate loans. 

The committee will also vet the resolution plans for all the accounts where the exposure is more than ₹1,500 crore



RBI to buy, sell G-secs worth ₹10,000 crore

Why in news?
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has announced the simultaneous purchase and sale of Government of India securities (G-secs) for ₹10,000 
crore each under the open market operations (OMO).

G-Secs
• A Government Security (G-Sec) is a tradable instrument issued by the Central Government or the State Governments.

• It acknowledges the Government’s debt obligation. Such securities are short term (usually called treasury bills, with original maturities 
of less than one year- presently issued in three tenors, namely, 91 day, 182 day and 364 day) or long term (usually called Government 
bonds or dated securities with original maturity of one year or more).

• In India, the Central Government issues both, treasury bills and bonds or dated securities while the State Governments issue only 
bonds or dated securities, which are called the State Development Loans (SDLs).



IT surges remote-enabling labour law tweeks

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947
• It regulates the Indian labour law so far as that concerns trade unions as well as individual workmen employed in any industry in the 

Indian mainland.
• The act was drafted to make provision for the investigation and settlement of industrial disputes and to secure industrial peace and 

harmony by providing mechanism and procedure for the investigation and settlement of industrial disputes by conciliation, arbitration 
and adjudication which is provided under the statute.



Indian polity and Governance



Kesavananda Bharati, a saviour of Constitution

Why in news?
Kesavananda Bharati Swamiji, who passed away on september 5, was the sole unwitting
petitioner in the historic Fundamental Rights case which prevented the nation from slipping
into a totalitarian regime.

Kesavananda Bharti Case

• The Constitutional Bench in Kesavananda Bharati case ruled by a 7-6 verdict that Parliament could amend any part of the Constitution 
so long as it did not alter or amend the basic structure or essential features of the Constitution.

• However, the court did not define the term ‘basic structure’, and only listed a few principles — federalism, secularism, democracy —as 
being its part.

• The Parliament had the power to amend any part of the constitution including Fundamental rights.



• Article 13(2) reads, "The State shall not make any law which takes away or abridges the right conferred by this Part (Part-III) and any law 
made in contravention of this clause shall, to the extent of contravention, be void.“

• However, in the Golaknath case (1967), the Supreme Court held that Parliament could not amend Fundamental Rights, and this power 
would be only with a Constituent Assembly.

• The Court held that an amendment under Article 368 is "law" within the meaning of Article 13 of the Constitution and therefore, if an 
amendment "takes away or abridges" a Fundamental Right conferred by Part III, it is void.

FCRA



Why in news?
• Of the six NGOs whose licence under the Foreign Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA) was suspended by the Union Home Ministry this 

year, four are Christian associations.

Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act (FCRA), 2010
• Foreign funding of voluntary organizations in India is regulated under FCRA act and is implemented by the Ministry of Home Affairs. 

• Under the Act, organisations require to register themselves every five years. The FCRA regulates the receipt of funding from sources 
outside of India to NGOs working in India. It prohibits the receipt of foreign contribution “for any activities detrimental to the national 
interest”. 

• The Act held that the government can refuse permission if it believes that the donation to the NGO will adversely affect “public interest” 
or the “economic interest of the state”. 

40% children not fully vaccinated: NSO report

Why in news?
According to the ‘Health in India’ report recently published by the National Statistical Organisation (NSO), two out of five children do not 
complete their immunisation programme.



Universal Immunization Programme (UIP)

• Universal Immunization Programme (UIP) was launched by the government in 1985, to prevent 
mortality and morbidity in children and pregnant women against 12 vaccine preventable diseases

• Under UIP free of cost vaccination is provided against twelve vaccine-preventable diseases i.e. 
Tuberculosis, Diphtheria, Pertussis, Tetanus, Polio, Hepatitis B, Pneumonia and Meningitis due to 
Haemophilus Influenzae type b (Hib), Measles, Rubella, Japanese Encephalitis (JE) and Rotavirus 
diarrhoea. 

• India has also digitised the vaccine supply chain and an electronic intelligence network has been 
developed to monitor the integrity of the cold chain. 

• But, recently the report released by the World Health Organisation (WHO) observed the disruption 
of the Global Vaccination Programme in the country in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Mission Indradhanush

• It was launched by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India on December 
25, 2014. 

• Between 2009-2013 immunization coverage has increased from 61% to 65%, indicating only 1% 
increase in coverage every year. 

• To accelerate the process of immunization by covering 5% and more children every year, 
Indradhanush mission has been adopted to achieve target of full coverage by 2020. 



• The Mission Indradhanush aims to cover all those children by 2020 who are either unvaccinated, or 
are partially vaccinated against vaccine preventable diseases. 

Nutrition guidelines soon: Irani

Why in news?
The long-pending nutrition guidelines for the country are likely to be made public soon.

POSHAN Abhiyan
• Also called as the National Nutrition Mission, it is Government of India’s flagship programme to 

improve nutritional outcomes for children, pregnant women and lactating mothers.

• It was launched by the Prime Minister on the occasion of the International Women’s Day on 8th 
March, 2018 from Jhunjhunu in Rajasthan.

• Implemented By: Ministry of Women and Child Development 

• Targets: To reduce stunting, underweight, and low birth weight, each by 2% per year; and anaemia
among young children, adolescents and women each by 3% per year until 2022.



Opposition grows in Tripura to large scale Bru refugees.

Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups
• In India, tribal population makes up for 8.6% of the total population. 

• Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PVTGs) are more vulnerable among the tribal groups. 

• In 1973, the Dhebar Commission created Primitive Tribal Groups (PTGs) as a separate category, who are less developed among the 
tribal groups.

• In 2006, the Government of India renamed the PTGs as PVTGs. 

• PVTGs have some basic characteristics – they are mostly homogenous, with a small population, relatively physically isolated, absence of 
written language, relatively simple technology and a slower rate of change etc.

• Among the 75 listed PVTG’s the highest number are found in Odisha.



AMRUT projects review has been held

Amrut mission
• Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT) was launched on 

2015 in 500 cities across the country, covering about 60% of the total urban 
population.

• It is a centrally sponsored scheme with a total outlay of ₹ 1,00,000 crore including a 
Central Assistance of ₹ 50,000 crore spread over 5 years i.e. from FY 2015-2016 to FY 
2019-2020.

The Mission will focus on the following Thrust Areas:
Water Supply
Sewerage and septage management
Storm Water Drainage to reduce flooding
Non-motorized Urban Transport
Green space/parks

• The purpose of Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT) is to



• Ensure that every household has access to a tap with the assured supply of water and 
a sewerage connection.

• Increase the amenity value of cities by developing greenery and well maintained open 
spaces (e.g. parks) and

• Reduce pollution by switching to public transport or constructing facilities for non-
motorized transport (e.g. walking and cycling).

All these outcomes are valued by citizens, particularly women, and indicators and 
standards have been prescribed by the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA ) in 
the form of Service Level Benchmarks (SLBs).

Who can accept Foreign Contribution?
A person having a definite cultural, economic, educational, religious
Or social programme can accept foreign contribution after getting
registration or prior permission from the Central Government.



Who cannot accept Foreign Contribution?
• Election candidate 
• Member of any legislature (MP and MLAs) 
• Political party or office bearer thereof 
• Organization of a political nature.
• Correspondent, columnist, cartoonist, editor, owner, printer or publishers of a registered Newspaper.
• Judge, government servant or employee of any corporation or any other body controlled on owned by the Government.
• Association or company engaged in the production or broadcast of audio news, audio visual news or current affairs programmes through 

any electronic mode
• Any other individuals or associations who have been specifically prohibited by the Central Government.

What is an “office of profit”?

Why in News?
President Ram Nath Kovind has rejected a plea seeking disqualification of YSR Congress leader V Vijaisai Reddy as Rajya Sabha member on 
the grounds of holding ‘office of profit’ as special representative of the Andhra Pradesh government in the national capital.



OFFICE OF PROFIT
If an MLA or an MP holds a government office and receives benefits from it,
then that office is termed as an “office of profit”.

• A person will be disqualified if he holds an office of profit under the central
• or state government, other than an office declared not to disqualify its
• holder by a law passed by Parliament or state legislature.

What is the underlying principle for including ‘office of profit’ as criterion for
disqualification?

• An MP or MLA should be free to carry out her duties without any kind of
governmental pressure. The intent is that there should be no conflict between
the duties and interests of an elected member.

• The office of profit law simply seeks to enforce a basic feature of the
Constitution- the principle of separation of power between the legislature
and the executive.



4,442 cases against elected representatives

• A report submitted in the Supreme Court has said there are a total 4,442 cases pending against
legislators across the country. 

• Of this, the number of cases against sitting Members of Parliament and members of State
legislatures was 2,556.  

Criminalisation of Politics
• Supreme Court's decision (given in february 2020) , requires political parties to publish the entire

criminal history of their candidates for elections along with the reasons to field such suspected
criminals, will be implemented.

• It is mandatory for political parties (at the Central and State election level) to upload on their
website detailed information regarding individuals with pending criminal cases.

• It shall also include the nature of their offences, charges framed against them, the court
concerned, case number, etc.

• Additionally, the political parties need to offer an explanation as to why candidates with pending
criminal cases are selected as candidates in the first place. 

• Thus the candidate’s ‘mere winnability at the polls’ shall not be the sole reason for handing over a
ticket to the candidate to contest elections.



Representation of People’s Act
This Act lays down procedures for delimitation of constituencies and provides for the allocation of
seats in the House of the People and in the Legislative Assemblies and Legislative Councils of States.
It also lays procedure for the preparation of electoral rolls and the manner of filling seats.

Govt. intervention in education policy should be minimal: PM

Why in news
The government’s intervention in the education policy should be “minimal”, PM said, emphasizing
that the policy belonged to the whole country, rather than to any particular government in power.

National Education Policy (NEP) 2020
• It was announced by the Ministry of Human Resource Development (soon to be called the

Ministry of Education). 
• The policy is aimed at transforming the Indian education system to meet the needs of the 21st

Century.
• The Cabinet has also approved the renaming of the Ministry of Human Resource Development

to the Ministry of Education.
• The NEP cleared by the Cabinet is only the third major revamp of the framework of education

in India since independence.
• The two earlier education policies were brought in 1968 and 1986.



Features of National education Policy

• It aims at universalization of education from preschool to secondary level with 100% Gross
Enrolment Ratio (GER) in school education by 2030.

• To bring 2 crore out of school children back into the mainstream through an open schooling
system.

• The current 10+2 system to be replaced by a new 5+3+3+4 curricular structure
corresponding to ages 3-8, 8-11, 11-14, and 14-18 years respectively.

• It will bring the uncovered age group of 3-6 years under school curriculum, which has been
recognized globally as the crucial stage for development of mental faculties of a child.

• It will also have 12 years of schooling with three years of Anganwadi/ pre schooling.
• Class 10 and 12 board examinations to be made easier, to test core competencies rather

than memorised facts, with all students allowed to take the exam twice.
• Gross Enrolment Ratio in higher education to be raised to 50% by 2035. Also, 3.5 crore

seats to be added in higher education.
• The current Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) in higher education is 26.3%.
• Holistic Undergraduate education with a flexible curriculum can be of 3 or 4 years with

multiple exit options and appropriate certification within this period.



Centre launches 24/7 toll-free mental health rehab helpline

Why in news?
• The Union Social Justice and Empowerment Ministry launched a 24/7 toll-free helpline to provide support to people facing anxiety, stress, 

depression, suicidal thoughts and other mental health concerns
• In 1982, the government of India launched the National Mental Health Programme (NMHP) to improve the status of mental health in India.
• NMHP has 3 components:
• Treatment of Mentally ill
• Rehabilitation
• Prevention and promotion of positive mental health
• District Mental Health Programme (DMHP), 1996 – it’s objective is to provide community mental health services at the primary health care 

level.
• Mental Health Act (MHA-87) was enacted in 1987.
• Mental Health Care Act 2017 repealed the Mental Health Act, 1987.
• WHO’s Comprehensive Mental Action Plan 2013-2020 was adopted by the 66th World Health Assembly.
• The Sustainable Development Goals target 3.4 and 3.5 talks about reducing mental illness within the population.
• The Mental Health Atlas was launched by WHO in 2017.



Mental health care Act 2017
• The Mental Healthcare Act, 2017 defines “mental illness” as a substantial disorder of thinking, mood, perception, orientation or memory 

that grossly impairs judgment, behaviour, capacity to recognise reality or ability to meet the ordinary demands of life, mental conditions 
associated with the abuse of alcohol and drugs.

• However, it does not include mental retardation which is a condition of arrested or incomplete development of mind of a person, specially 
characterised by sub-normality of intelligence.



Current events of National
and international importance



PIB: NITI Aayog as the nodal agency has been assigned the responsibility
of leveraging the monitoring mechanism of the Global Multidimensional
Poverty Index (MPI) to drive reforms.

Global MPI
• It is part of Government of India’s decision to monitor the performance of the country in 

29 select Global Indices.
• The objective of the “Global Indices to Drive Reforms and Growth (GIRG)” exercise is to 

fulfil the need to measure and monitor India’s performance on various important social 
and economic parameters and enable the utilisation of these Indices as tools for
self-improvement, bring about reforms in policies, while improving
last-mile implementation of government schemes. 

• Global MPI is an international measure of multidimensional poverty covering 107 
developing countries and was first developed in 2010 by Oxford Poverty and Human 
Development Initiative (OPHI) and United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) for 
UNDP’s Human Development Reports. The Global MPI is released at the High-Level 
Political Forum (HLPF) on Sustainable Development of the United Nations in July, every 
year.

• As the Nodal agency for the MPI, NITI Aayog has constituted a Multidimensional Poverty 
Index Coordination Committee (MPICC)



Shanghai Cooperation Organisation

Why in news?
The Defence Ministers of India and Iran discussed ways to take forward bilateral cooperation and exchanged views on regional security issues, 
including peace and stability in Afghanistan, during their meeting in Tehran.  Mr. Singh was on a transit halt in Tehran en route from Moscow 
to New Delhi where he attended the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) Defence Ministers meeting.



• SCO is a permanent intergovernmental international organisation.

• It’s a Eurasian political, economic and military organisation aiming to maintain peace, security and stability in the region.

• It was created in 2001.

• The SCO Charter was signed in 2002, and enter ed into force in 2003.

• It is a statutory document which outlines the organisation's goals and principles, as well as its structure and core activities.

• The SCO's official languages are Russian and Chinese

HISTORY
• Prior to the creation of SCO in 2001, Kazakhstan, China, Kyrgyzstan, Russia and Tajikistan were members of the Shanghai Five.

• Shanghai Five (1996) emerged from a series of border demarcation and demilitarization talks which the four former Soviet republics held 
with China to ensure stability along the borders.

• Following the accession of Uzbekistan to the organisation in 2001, the Shanghai Five was renamed the SCO.

• India and Pakistan became members in 2017.



Chabahar Port

• Chabahar port is located on the Gulf of Oman and is only 72 km away from the Gwadar
port in Pakistan which has been developed by China.

• The port serves as the only oceanic port of Iran and consists of two separate ports named
Shahid Beheshti and Shahid Kalantari.

• In May 2016, India, Iran and Afghanistan signed the trilateral agreement which entailed
the establishment of Transit and Transport Corridor among the three countries using
Chabahar port in Iran as one of the regional hubs for sea transportation.

• Construction of a rail line from Chabahar port to Zahedan, along the border with
Afghanistan as an alternate trade route to Afghanistan and Central Asia, was also a part of it.

• The state-owned Indian Railways Construction Ltd. (IRCON) had signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with the Iranian Rail Ministry and promised to provide all services,
superstructure work and financing (around USD 1.6 billion).

• The Chabahar port is being considered a gateway to golden opportunities for trade by the
three countries with other Central Asian countries in the wake of Pakistan denying transit
access to India.



India and Japan sign logistics agreement 

Why in news
India and Japan signed a logistics agreement that will allow the Armed Forces of both sides
to coordinate closely in services and supplies.

India- japan relations
• India and Japan share robust ties with cooperation in areas of defence, science and 

cooperation and trade.
• In 2014, India and Japan upgraded their relationship to ‘Special Strategic and Global 

Partnership’.
• Mumbai-Ahmedabad High Speed Railway (MAHSR) is a very important area of 

cooperation between India and Japan in Railway Sector.
• A “India-Japan Digital Partnership” (I-JDP) was launched during the visit of the Prime 

Minister of India to Japan in October 2018, furthering existing areas of cooperation as well 
as new initiatives within the scope of cooperation in S&T/ICT, focusing more on “Digital 
ICT Technologies”.



Telangana seeks Bharat Ratna for former PM Narasimha Rao

Why in news
The Telangana Assembly requested the Central government to confer Bharat Ratna, the highest civilian award of the country, posthumously 
on former Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao for his contributions to the country.

Bharat Ratna Award
• The Bharat Ratna (Jewel of India), instituted in 1954 is the highest civilian award of the Republic of India.
• It is awarded in recognition of exceptional service/performance of the highest order in any field of human endeavour. 
• In 2019, President Ramnath Kovind conferred the Bharat Ratna, on former President Pranab Mukherjee, along with social activist Nanaji

Deshmukh (posthumous), and Assamese musician Bhupen Hazarika (posthumous). 
• The recommendations for the Bharat Ratna are made by the Prime Minister to the President with a maximum of three nominees being 

awarded per year.
• Recipients receive a Sanad (certificate) signed by the President and a peepal-leaf–Shaped medallion; there is no monetary grant 

associated with the award. 
• Bharat Ratna recipients rank seventh in the Indian order of precedence.



Svanidhi scheme

Why in news
Prime Minister held ‘Svanidhi samvaad’ with street vendors from Madhya Pradesh.

• It is a special micro-credit facility scheme for providing affordable loan to street vendors.
• The scheme is aimed at enabling the street vendors to resume their liv elihoods that have 

been adversely affected due to COVID-19 lockdown.
• Under the scheme, each of these streets vendors will be given a credit loan of Rs 10,000, 

which they can return as monthly installments within a year.
• Those who repay their loans on time will get 7 percent annual interest as subsidy which 

will be transferred in their bank accounts. There is no provision for penalty
• The scheme targets to benefit over 50 lakh street vendors, who had been vending on or 

before 24th March this year, in urban areas. The duration of the scheme is till March 2022. 
The street vendors belonging to the surrounding peri-urban or rural areas are being 
included as beneficiaries under the urban livelihoods programme for the first time.

• The lending institutions under the Scheme include Scheduled Commercial Banks, Regional 
Rural Banks, Small Finance Banks, Cooperative Banks, NBFCs, Micro Finance institutions 
and Self Help Group banks.



Science and Technology



Plasma therapy may not reduce mortality, suggests ICMR study
Convalescent Plasma was not associated with reduction in mortality or progression to
severe Covid-19, suggests a study by Indian Council of Medical Research published in 
MedRxiv, a preprint server for health sciences.

What is PLACID trial.
• ICMR’s plasma therapy study, PLACID, is the first and largest randomised control trial to be 

completed in the world and according to the study paper.
• The PLACID trial is a Phase II, open-label, randomised controlled trial to assess the safety 

and efficacy of convalescent plasma to limit the complications caused by COVID-19 in 
moderate cases. It has been registered with the Clinical Trial Registry of India (CTRI) and 
has received approval from the COVID-19 National Ethics Committee (CONEC).

• The generic protocol for this study was approved by the Drugs Controller-General of India 
and the Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation.

• The National Botanical Research Institute (NBRI), Lucknow, has established an advanced 
virology laboratory for COVID-19 testing. The facility has been developed based on the 
guidelines of the ICMR, the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Ministry of Health 
and Family Welfare.



Hypersonic cruise vehicle test puts India in elite club

Why in news?
The hypersonic air-breathing scramjet technology was successfully demonstrated by the Defence Research and Development Organisation
(DRDO) with a flight test of the hypersonic technology demonstrator vehicle (HSTDV), which will lead to the development of hypersonic 
cruise missiles and vehicles in future.

Hypersonic nuclear missiles
Hypersonic missiles travel at speeds faster than 3,800 miles per hour or 6,115 km per hour, much faster than other ballistic and cruise 
missiles. They can deliver conventional or nuclear payloads within minutes.
They are highly manoeuvrable and do not follow a predictable arc as they travel. They are said to combine the speed of ballistic missiles 
with the manoeuvring capabilities of cruise missiles. The speed makes them hard to track compared to traditional missile tech.

Scramjet engines
• The scramjets are a variant of a category of jet engines called the air breathing engines.
• The ability of engines to handle airflows of speeds in multiples of speed of sound, gives it a capability of operating at those speeds. 
• Hypersonic speeds are those which are five times or more than the speed of sound.  



Environment, Ecology, Bio-diversity
and Climate Change



August rainfall highest since 1926: IMD

Why in news?
August rainfall this year has been the highest since 1926 with 32.7 cm - or about 27% more than what is normal for the month.  

India Meteorological Department
Formed in 1875, the India Meteorological Department (IMD) is the national meteorological service of the country and it is the chief 
government agency dealing in everything related to meteorology, seismology, and associated subjects.

The administrative responsibilities of the Department are under the supervision of the Ministry of Earth Sciences of the Indian Government. 
The IMD is headquartered in New Delhi.

The mandate and functions of the IMD are.

• Taking meteorological observations and providing current information and forecasting information for the most favorable operation of 
weather-dependent activities such as irrigation, agriculture, aviation, shipping, offshore oil exploration, and so on.

• Giving warnings against severe weather phenomena such as tropical cyclones, dust storms, heat waves, cold waves, heavy rains, heavy 
snow, etc.



• Providing met-related statistics needed for agriculture, industries, water resources management, oil exploration, and any other 
strategically important activities for the country.

• Engaging in research in meteorology and allied subjects.
• Detection and location of earthquakes and evaluation of seismicity in various parts of the country for developmental projects.

California wildfires growing bigger

India’s Initiative to Tackle Forest Fire- National Action Plan on Forest
Fires (NAPFF)

• It was launched in 2018 to minimise forest fires by informing, enabling and empowering
forest fringe communities and incentivising them to work with the State Forest
Departments.

• The plan also intends to substantially reduce the vulnerability of forests across diverse
forest ecosystems in the country against fire hazards.

• It also aims to enhance capabilities of forest personnel and institutions in fighting fires and swift
recovery subsequent to fire incidents.



Forest Fire Prevention and Management Scheme

• The Forest Fire Prevention and Management Scheme (FPM) is the only centrally funded program specifically dedicated to assist the 
states in dealing with forest fires.

• The FPM replaced the Intensification of Forest Management Scheme (IFMS) in 2017. 
• Funds allocated under the FPM are according to a center – state cost-sharing formula, with a 90:10 ratio of central to state funding in the 

Northeast and Western Himalayan regions and a 60:40 ratio for all other states.
• It also provides the states to have the flexibility to direct a portion of the National Afforestation Programme (NAP) and Mission for Green 

India (GIM) funding toward forest fire work.

National Mission for Green India

• India has set ambitious policy goals for improving the sustainability of its forests 
• As part of the National Mission for Green India under India’s National Action Plan on Climate Change, the government has committed to 

increase forest and tree cover.
• Under its Nationally Determined Contribution, India has committed to bringing 33% of its geographical area under forest cover and to 

create additional sinks of 2.5 billion to 3 billion tons worth of CO2 stored in its forests by 2030.



Current affairs, miscellaneous



Change our ways swiftly and globally: David Attenborough

Why in news?

Veteran broadcaster accepts Indira Gandhi Peace Prize

Indira Gandhi Peace Prize

It is annual prestigious award named after former prime minister Indira Gandhi.  

• It is conferred every year by Indira Gandhi Memorial Trust since 1986 and consists of and a citation and a monetary award of Rs.25 lakh. 

• The award recognizes creative efforts by individuals/organizations working towards creating new international economic order, 
promoting international peace & development as well as ensuring that scientific discoveries are used for larger good of humanity and 
enlarging the scope of freedom.



Indira Gandhi Peace Prize for 2019

David Attenborough

Renowned naturalist and broadcaster Sir David Attenborough will be conferred the 
Indira Gandhi Prize for Peace, Disarmament and Development for the year 2019. 

He was selected for the 2019 prize by an international jury chaired by former 
President Pranab Mukherjee. 

He is being awarded the prize for a lifetime of doing more to reveal wonders of 
natural world to people than perhaps any other individual.
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